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Designs with FREEÂ .NVIDIA Focuses On High-End Games Just last week we mentioned how NVIDIA had released eight new patents which included new
approaches to compute shading. This week NVIDIA is going even further and has published new graphics patents which include new ways of handling

objects, tessellation, vertex and pixel shaders, texturing, etc. "The new patent applications deal with a variety of improvements and features and,
depending on the outcome, could be used to further refine and improve the quality and performance of games and other 3D content. We already have a
few new applications pending, so we will see if any of these will be approved," NVIDIA's Paul Achleitner (Vice President & General Manager, Architecture

& Product Group) told the folks at TG Daily. "Graphics architecture is one thing that will play a big role in the success of a GPU based on GPUs from
multiple vendors. This could be the path we take to significantly improve the graphics quality and performance of a game." NVIDIA is staying mum on
whether or not the technology will be used for their upcoming Maxwell based GPU. Previous articles and rumors had suggested that the upcoming GPU

will feature the new VXGI tessellation architecture but apparently there is no new hardware to support the technology. None of the new patent
applications are particularly radical but there is a great deal of interest in them from the community and even from the heavy weight GPU

manufacturers like AMD and Intel.Q: How does sqlite3 detect concurrent updates? I have the following question about the behavior of sqlite3. In the
docs they say for the PRAGMA table_info command: The database connection that is used for this command is locked until the command completes.

Which is cool because it prevents two transactions from updating the same record at the same time. However, what if there are two concurrent updates
(or more) on the same record? How does the lock get broken? Does each update get reduced to a lock statement inside the single transaction, or does

the transaction just process one update at a time? How does the transaction know which lock statement inside the single transaction is the one used for
the record that has been updated? If the latter scenario holds, would I be 50b96ab0b6
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